
Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

The question is ‘What is Strategy’? A recent article in Strategy + Business described it this way: 
“Strategy is different from vision, mission, goals, priorities and plans. It is the result of choices executives 
make, on where to play and how to win, to maximize long-term value. It goes on to say to define the 
fundamentals of your business strategy you need only to answer three questions.

1. Who is your target customer?
2. What is the value proposition to that customer?
3. What are the essential capabilities needed to deliver that value proposition?
Without clear and coherent answers to these three questions, you may have an exciting vision, a 

compelling mission, clear goals, and an ambitious strategic plan with many actions under way, but you 
won’t have a strategy.”

Competitive strategy has a narrower scope than business strategy. Business strategy not only concerns 
the issue of how to compete, but also embraces functional area strategies, how management plans to 
respond to changing industry conditions of all kinds (not just those that are competition-related), and 
how management intends to address the full range of strategic issues confronting the business.

Why do you need a clear strategy? As the creation of knowledge became more accessible, the infor-
mation that was exclusive to incumbents became 
available to all. This has put pressure on companies 
to have clear strategies. Unless companies have a 
clear vision about how they are going to be dis-
tinctly different and unique from their competitors 
in offering something different to their customers, 
they are going to get eaten by the competition.

According to Michael Porter there are three principles of competitive strategy:
#1. It’s not just a matter of being better at what you do; it’s a matter of being different at what you do. 

If everybody is competing on the same set of variables, then the standard gets higher but no company 
gets ahead. The basis of the competitive strategy is to get ahead of others. The companies that will be 
true market leaders will be those that don’t just optimize within an industry, but that actually reshape and 
redefine their industry. The important aspect is to try to shape the nature of competition and compete on 
your own rules.

#2. The second principle is that good strategy makes the company different and gives it a unique posi-
tion. Unique position can be achieved through the delivery of a particular mix of value to some customer 
groups, which are a subset of a market. The fundamental principle here is that you can’t be above average 
if you want to please the entire market. A company can’t be everything to all people and do a very good 
job of it. Strategy is about picking some options from the available choices. Companies need to decide 
what particular kind of value they want to deliver to which customers.

#3. The third principle is that it’s just not good enough to be different. You have got to be different in 
ways that involve trade-offs with other ways of being different. If a company wants to serve a particular 
target customer group with a particular definition of value, this must be inconsistent with delivering 
other types of value to other customers. Otherwise it will be easy for competitors to replicate or imitate 

If everybody is competing on the same 
set of variables, then the standard gets 
higher but no company gets ahead.

Competitive Strategy
Think about these two questions for a minute: What is your Competitive 
Strategy? What direction is it taking you?
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the value, which you offer. If there are no trade-offs between what 
your competitors do and what your company does then everyone 
is competing for the same customers using the same value proposi-
tion and it is called a loser’s game.

Successful companies need to take these three items to heart. 
Why? In my experience, in general, companies do not like to make 
choices, which limit their product range, and narrow the range of 
value they can deliver to their customers. And this unwillingness 
to make choices is one of the big obstacles to creating a focused 
winning strategy.

The key to any innovative company is to have a good strategic 
vision, which gives it a distinctive position. Innovation means 
offering things in different ways, creating new combinations of 
value offered, to further reinforce the strategic intent of the organi-
zation. Innovation doesn’t mean small, incremental improvements 
(these are just part of being a dynamic organization). Innovation is 
about finding new ways of combining things generally. The essen-
tial core of strategy is cross-functional or cross-activity integration 
that enhances organizational capacity to link and integrate activi-
ties across the whole value chain and to achieve complementarities 
across many activities.

When we think about how these principles relate to our industry, 
we should start by looking at the PROGRESS in Lending Inno-
vations winners this year. For example, you might not see much 
innovation going on in the LOS space because those companies 
are just so focussed on compliance, but that was not the case with 
MortgageFlex.

Recognizing that the lending industry would never be the same 
after the last industry down time and lenders would need smarter 
and more efficient solutions, MortgageFlex developed an offering 
that isn’t just new technology but a new solutions approach. One 
that addresses everything a lender needs to respond quickly and 
easily to the ever-changing rules and regulations and the demands 
of tech savvy borrowers while continuing to increase revenue. 
Traditionally, technology vendors simply upgrade to the latest 
platform (DOS > Windows > .NET) and tout the advantages. And 
while the latest advantages are numerous, there still needed to be 
a support solution paradigm shift to accommodate the lending 
transformation that has occurred. Just upgrading technology is not 
enough to be successful anymore; lenders need flexible pricing op-
tions, secure hosting choices and experienced resources. In short, 
they need a strong partner with new answers. To meet these needs, 
MortgageFlex redesigned not only the LoanQuest product offering 

but looked internally and evaluated their resources and processes.
In current market conditions, it is imperative for lenders to 

manage expenses while doing everything they can to effectively 
improve their pull through percentage. Embedded LoanQuest 
technologies such as Windows Workflow Foundation, data aggre-
gation from third parties and image management help insure the 
quality of the origination while managing expenses. The workflow 
automation component can be used to ensure effective and timely 
communications are issued between the lender, consumer, and 
third parties. In addition, the automation can be used to perform 
routine and repetitive tasks, such as compliance audits, service 
orders, and document generation. Users can select a single, repeti-
tive step and automate it, in minutes. MortgageFlex had a sound 
strategy and really innovated.

Certainly, servicing is in need of both strategy and innovation. 
That’s why we as judges also decided to recognize Five Brothers 
as a top innovation. Over the past couple of years we have experi-
enced serve economic challenges. This has been difficult on every-
one, including municipalities. To combat this situation municipali-
ties have turned to implementing a wave of new regulations, and 
municipal codes requiring strict vacant property registration. Each 
municipality across the country has added their own requirements 
and penalties for not adhering to these strict vacant property re-
quirements. Resulting in fines and fees for non-compliance. 

To provide an effective and powerful tool, Five Brothers Default 
Management solutions has applied over 40 years of default man-
agement expertise, deep knowledge and working experience with 
municipalities, and advanced technology to deliver the industry an 
innovative vacant property registration solution. This Web-based 
system leverages the most advanced vacant property registration 
database to deliver 24/7 solutions to servicers to ease their burden 
of handling vacant property registration. That takes strategy and 
innovation.

Let me leave you with this final thought: “A company does 
not gain by imitating or cloning a competitor’s strategy. The best 
competitive position to be in is to have no competition. That posi-
tion can only be achieved by not playing the game the way your 
competitors play the game, but rather by formulation and deploy-
ing a distinctive strategy that changes the rules in your favor. The 
companies that will prosper and outpace their competitors during 
the next two decades will be those that will be able to out-think 
their competitors strategically, not out-muscle them operationally.” 

– From Strategy Pure and Simple II, by Michel Robert. ❖
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Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more data-
driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.
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